SUMMARY Two theoretical waveforms appear in the study of the ventricular repolarization process: the primary T wave (T,) derived from many local variations in repolarzation properties alone, assuming a uniform starting time, and the secondary T wave (T 2 ) dictated by activation sequence alone, assuming uniform identical action potential durations throughout ("zero gradient"). Subtraction of the appropriate T, from the observed T wave (T,,) following any given sequence of ventricular activation should yield T,. An experimental waveform, the intrinsic T wave (T t ) following total simultaneous depolarization, has been proposed to be identical with T,. This study uses a 1675-element computational model of the left ventricular myocardium to generate eight orthogonal electrocardiographic waveforms representative of left ventricular activation and repolarization. Normal propagation and ectopy were simulated realistically; sequence was based on the electrophysiological properties of the individual elements. The model was assigned experimentally derived recovery times to generate T o and uniform fixed recovery times to generate the true or reference T 2 . A systematic search was made for the unknown parameter for calculating the secondary T wave, and we found that scanning the normal QRS with an area-sampling shutter 56 msec wide reproduced T 2 (r = 0.9984). However, correlation between theoretical T t and experimental T, reached a maximum of 0.9456. The failure of absolute congruence between T, and T, derives from the multiplicity of elements and the resulting frequency distribution of actual local recovery times instead of a single ideal instant to provide the basis for aligning related waves in time.
ventricular repolarization properties, the gradient vector should "predict" the T vector given the QRS vector. Unfortunately, the ventricular gradient (G) remains a statistical summary, but its power derives from the fact that, in the relationship, G = QRS + T (whether scalar or vector), if one of the three terms goes to zero the other two become identical (although in the instance of G = 0. QRS and T become equal but of opposite sign).
Thus, in the occasion of uniform instantaneous depolarization of all ventricular muscle, the QRS area vector becomes zero and the gradient and the T area vector are equal. Reasoning from this, van Dam and Durrer" recorded the T wave following total instantaneous depolarization. Such an "intrinsic" T wave should depend on the intrinsic local electrical properties of action potentials distributed throughout the myocardium and not on any variation in starting times. 7 Local, artificial electrical stimuli alter local repolarization times somewhat, 8 ' 9 but since the total instantaneous depolarization led to a T wave with the same gradient as with the normally conducted QRS plus T, 6 it is reasonable to assume that the effect of the general depolarizing shock is evenly distributed and therefore does not cause relative changes in local duration of recovery.
Abildskov et al. 3 proposed deriving a "primary" T wave by subtracting a calculated "secondary" T wave from the actually recorded T wave. The secondary T wave is constructed by assuming that all ventricular action potentials are of uniform configuration and duration. This is tantamount to a ventricular gradient of zero. In that case the T for any lead should be oppositely directed from the QRS for that lead and proportional in amplitude for successive instants to increasing and decreasing increments of the appropriate QRS area. (This follows from the postulate of uniformity: the secondary T spread would follow the same path through the wall of the ventricle as the QRS.) However, because of the sharp upstroke, boundaries of activation separate all-or-none regionsresting or depolarized. During the T wave, the same geographic boundaries as for the earlier QRS may exist simultaneously separating now the minimally repolarized region from the intermediately repolarized region, and the intermediately repolarized region from the nearly completely repolarized region, and so on.
This work then responds to the following question: Are the primary T wave and the intrinsic T wave the same? If the answer is that they may be -then what are the conditions necessary for them to be the same?
Methods

Construction of the Ventricular Model
The chambers of the heart of a previously healthy 19-year-old man who had died an accidental death were filled (but not distended) with cotton prior to brief fixation in formaldehyde solution. Proper consent for this study had been obtained at the time of autopsy according to our usual institutional rules. Then, with the aid of a 1-cm deep well, serial horizontal slices were made of the heart held in the upright position corresponding to the standing position in life. These slices were traced onto ruled centimeter paper. From these tracings, serial slices of left ventricular muscle then were interpolated and approximated by assays of 3.2 mm-edged cubes (Fig. 1) . The coordinate positions of the centroids of these cubes with reference to a cubical volume 6.4 cm on each edge were tabulated.
Computation of Activation Sequence
Each cube was assumed to contain myocardium with electrical properties paralleling those of membrane action 15 16 potentials but simplified to trapezoidal shape. 10 Relative durations according to anatomic region were estimated from the data of Burgess et al." and Autenrieth et al. 12 -l3 Time was specified in units equivalent to 1.6 msec. A three-digit statement of these repolarization properties was entered for each cube containing muscle. The first two digits specified the expected duration of the plateau (phase 2) and the third digit the duration of downstroke (phase 3) to the nearest 10 time units (see Fig. 2 ). Blocks on the endocardial or cavitary surface were distinguished by negative signs to indicate the presence of Purkinje fiber connections. When we designated a number of initial firing sites, the digital computer then assigned an activation sequence based on a conduction time through each block of five time units (8 msec) unless the block also contained Purkinje connections, in which case, conduction required only one time unit (1.6 msec). These assignments correponded to assumed conduction velocities of 2 m/sec for specialized fibers and 0.4 m/sec for nonspecialized fibers. The time of excitation for each block then became designated by a two-digit prefix to the original specification of repolarization properties. After several trials, we found subendocardial excitation sites which produced serial isochronous wavefronts corresponding to those reported by Durrer et al.
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Computation of the Generator Effect
Any contiguous cluster of eight cubes was considered an effective local current generator; the magnitude of current flow was estimated to be directly proportional to potential differences between facing pairs. The potential difference for any instant was calculated from the difference in membrane action potentials as specified by the five-digit characteristic. Thus, Cartesian vector sources were computed for each successive cluster as shown in Figure 3 . The net effect for the whole myocardium was obtained by summing the individual effects of all these dipole sources. Computation time was reduced by an order of 10 by estimating the equivalent multipolar generator effect from the eccentric dipolar shift equations rather than by directly computing surface potential from the dipoles. 4 
Simulation of Simultaneous Excitation
Multipolar electrocardiographic scalar lead waveforms were derived by allowing an activation sequence to proceed in the computational model and to be followed by a recovery sequence based on the assigned properties (Fig.  4) . Except where the higher order waveforms were needed for map display, observations were confined to the dipolar (x, y, z) and quadripolar waveforms. The sampling interval during the QRS complex was taken at every 3.2 msec and during the S-T segment and T wave at every 12.8 msec. Then the activation order was altered in one of two ways: (1) to simulate ectopic beats, a selected site of epicardial excitation was chosen and a new activation sequence computed, or (2) to simulate total depolarization, a discharge was postulated to be of sufficient energy to depolarize instantly all muscle elements not currently in phase 1 or 2 of the membrane action potential. electrocardiographic waveforms resulting from total depolarization were labeled intrinsic T waves.
Results
Once familiarity with the model had been gained, the two following hypotheses were examined:
Hypothesis I The secondary T wave generated by the ventricular myocardium (i.e., as modeled) under zero-gradient conditions is the same as that calculated from increasing and decreasing increments of the "surface" QRS complexes produced by that order of activation (Abildskov's method 3 ).
This straightforward statement raised several questions which we dealt with either by testing or by assumption. The first question concerns zero-gradient or uniform repolarization: it specifies neither the duration nor shape (slope) of the repolarization process; it merely states that repolarization is the same throughout the ventricular myocardium. We therefore initially assumed a fixed duration equivalent to the mean of the durations assigned throughout the ventricular myocardium corresponding to "normal" conditions. The second uncertainty arises from lack of knowledge of how much of the QRS duration corresponds to any given instant in the secondary T wave. Abildskov et al. 3 postulated that, under conditions of uniform recovery, successive wavefront boundaries corresponding to degrees of repolarization would appear (and subsequently disappear) in the ventricular myocardium in the same order as during activation and with the same contours. However, because of the difference in the duration of the upstroke of activation (phase 0) and the downslope of repolarization (phase 3), several such "boundaries" could be expected to be found simultaneously during repolarization. If the surface QRS could be computed at any given moment from the contour of the boundary of the underlying ventricular wavefront, the secondary T wave amplitude should be computed by adding up the effects of exactly these same boundaries which still happen to be present, this time marking the steps down the slow slope of repolarization rather than up the fast slope of activation. Since the QRS already summarized serial wavefront boundary effects, successive instants in the secondary T should correspond to the successive sums of serial instants in the QRS complex. This can be visualized as moving a piece of paper in which there is a vertical slit somewhat narrower than the QRS complex -from left to right across the QRS complex. As the opening moves, the viewer sees first successively increasing areas of QRS, then successively changing areas, and, finally, successively decreasing areas. These areas predict successive elements of amplitude of the secondary T wave.
Unfortunately, the duration of the slit or incremental QRS sample-scanner from which to make the secondary T wave calculation is not known. We therefore progressively increased the duration of the increment with which we scanned the QRS area to obtain a family of predicted secondary T waves.
The final unknown was the duration of the secondary T wave. In a practical situation, its duration would have to bear some predictable relationship to that of the observed T wave if it were to be useful. We therefore concentrated our attention on comparison with the "true" secondary T wave because it was generated by the model from a set of uniform repolarization characteristics. This uniform pattern was the mean of the "normal" variations in repolarization time throughout the model. Our plan was to make further adjustment by stretching or compressing the time base, but that turned out to be unnecessary in practice.
Thus the hypothesis was tested in the following fashion: two sequences of ventricular activation and repolarization (one normal, one left ventricular ectopic) were permitted to produce orthogonal QRS and T waveforms as described earlier. Next the duration and repolarization slope of all the elements in the model were averaged. Then all elements were reassigned this average set of repolarization properties, a condition satisfying the requirement of zero gradient (Fig. 4A) . The model then was permitted to generate "true" secondary T waves for both the normal and ectopic sequence. The QRS complexes for these two activation sequences then were examined by scanning with an area-sampling gate which varied from 1 time unit up to the total width of the QRS complex. As the gate moved into, through, and out of the QRS complex at 1.6-msec increments, the area of QRS within the gate was converted to an amplitude estimate for the calculated secondary T wave. This produced a family of expected secondary T waves. Table 1 and Figure 5 summarize our findings as to the correlation between the generated and the calculated secondary T waves. In each instance, the eight simultaneous T waves for each set all were included in the comparative determination of correlation coefficients. Adjustment of time base was not performed because the calculated secondary T wave approached the true secondary T wave both in form and duration as the calculating aperture widened. The best correlation resulted from using a sampling increment or gate 56 msec wide to scan both the 93-msec-wide normal QRS complex (r = 0.9984) and the 106-msec-wide ectopic QRS complex (r = 0.9930).
Hypothesis 2
The intrinsic T wave following total simultaneous depolarization and the calculated primary T wave are the same.
Both intrinsic and primary T waves are considered to be estimates of the effect generated by the intrinsic repolarization properties of the underlying myocardium. The intrinsic T wave is "experimental" in nature in that it is postulated to be observed as the immediate sequel of simultaneous depolarization of all elements of the ventricular myocardium. The primary T wave was calculated by 
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Testing this hypothesis, as shown in Figure 6 , brought to light another uncertainty. What is the fiducial mark by which to align the two T waves (observed and secondary) for subtraction? We tested serial shifts in alignment. Corresponding instants of the secondary T wave were subtracted from the observed T wave to produce the primary T wave. The best correlation occurred when the onset of the secondary T wave was closely aligned with the onset of the observed T wave. However, the correlation value was distinctly less (r = 0.9456) than the correlation values found between the true and calculated secondary t waves (0.9984 and 0.9930). The latter values indicate that the intermediate operation of area sampling of the QRS does not produce a serious loss when the signal information of the 1675 elements is transformed into the eight waveforms. Were the intrinsic and primary T waves truly the same, the corresponding arithmetic operations should have also produced little discrepancy.
Thus we considered the attempt to confirm the identity of the intrinsic and the primary T wave to be incompletely successful. We perceived that, out of a large number of possible time durations of the action potentials between the shortest and the longest, we originally chose the mean to generate the secondary T and had set the alignment for subtraction accordingly. We then went back to a simple three-element model of excitation and repolarization, as shown diagrammatically in Figure 7 , in which the QRS
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True Secondary Calculated Secondary and T are derived from the relationship between subendocardial and subepicardial action potentials. In contrast to the simple outline of relationships shown in Figure 7 , A or C, we actually were frequently operating more as shown in Figuce 7B . The simple model predicted that either early or late alignment of the secondary T for subtraction should yield a primary T wave near-coincident with the intrinsic T wave. By contrast, intermediate positioning of the secondary T wave should produce a phase change which destroys the identity. Figure 7 illustrates the closer approach to identity between intrinsic and primary T, provided the primary T is derived from appropriate alignment of the secondary T. Finally, Figure 8 shows in three-dimensional vectorcardiographic format the dipolar lead data during normal activation and normal recovery, during recovery following tr>*dl simultaneous activation, and during a secondary T process. Study of these displays coupled with reasonable expectation of the probable normal spread of activation permitted visual "recognition" of relatively early recovery times in the subepicardium, especially at the posterior base and midwall, which indeed were the built-in characteristics assigned originally.
FIGURE 5 Comparison of the true T waves with calculated T waves (using Abildskov's method) for both the normal (A) and ectopic (B) sequence. In both instances, the area-sampling shutter was set at 24, 56, and 88 msec, as indicated in
FIGURE 6 Comparison of intrinsic T waves to primary T waves. The intrinsic T waves from the second column of Figure 4 are repeated on the left. Only the dipolar leads and the rms waveform are shown; the rms waveform, however, includes the values from the five quadripolar leads also. Primary T waves (on the right) were derived by subtracting generated secondary T waves (third' column of Figure 4) from observed T waves (first column of Figure 4). Alignment of offset of secondary T wave with offset of the observed T produced a primary T (broken line) with relatively low correlation with the intrinsic T wave (r = 0.8748). When the onset of the secondary was moved to coincide with that of the observed, the primary T (bold line) more closely approached the intrinsic T (r = 0.9456).
Discussion
Use of the Multipolar Format
The confirmation in the computational model of these hypotheses suggests the near identity of the primary and intrinsic T wave and the identity of the two forms of secondary T wave. It further suggests that experimental assay of repolarization properties in the intact animals is a reasonable expectation for sufficiently detailed surface potential recordings which would permit equivalent multipolar reduction and display. Implicit is the power of the multipolar expansion to express in exactly the same format both the forward prediction of any model of ventricular activation and the inverse prediction of any comprehensive set of body surface potentials.
ir> The chief strength of the common format is that it is comprehensive, nonredundant, and a convenient medium of exchange between the outcoming and ingoing transfers of information.
Limitations and Advantages of the Mosaic Model
The multiple-element computational model of ventricular myocardium has three major disadvantages in predictive power. 
FIGURE 8 The "veclorcardiogram" of the left ventricular model during "normal" activation and repolarization (row 1); during uniform repolarization following normal activation (row 2); recovery following total simultaneous depolarization (i.e., the intrinsic recovery process) (row 3); during ectopic activation and repolarization (row 4); and during uniform repolarization following ectopic activation (row 5). The respective plane views are right sagittal (RS), frontal (F), and horizontal (T). See text for discus-
provision for electrotonic interaction among cells which could allow for the possibility of propagated repolarization. We believe, however, that the first two limitations are not severe, in that the major determinants of T wave morphology probably are the variations in local recovery times and that these are represented satisfactorily by local averages. If discrete generator contributions to the electrocardiographic waveforms arise from Purkinje fibers (as has been suggested for the U wave , this model will fail to include them. If, on the other hand, the Purkinje contribution is strictly that of faster cell-to-cell transmission along its endocardial network, the model includes this property.
This particular isolated left ventricular model should be recognized as designed for the purposes of this study. Therefore, the effects of omitting the right ventricle and the right-initiated excitation of the interventricular septum are present. In addition, for consistency in data-handling, we have used the mathematical rather than the clinical convention; thus the second and third dipolar leads are illustrated with their polarities reversed from the more common clinical representation of Y and Z.
A significant advantage of the model lies in its power to permit specification and more "direct" examination of the sequels of certain desired variables. For example, the model permits actually knowing what surface waveforms would result if the exact order of repolarization were dictated by uniform recovery properties as is postulated for the secondary T wave. If further permits examining the sequels of varying from steep to gentle the downslope of the local repolarization process. We have confined the action potential representation to that of the limiting tangents for phase 2 and phase 3 for the state of simplicity, but more realistic curves could be substituted readily for other purposes in simulation. Finally, having a known secondary T wave as standard provides a great advantage to the student who wishes to know how to determine which size shutter and what kind of alignment is needed to apply Abildskov's method. The shutter aperture remained the same (56 msec) despite variation in activation sequence of QRS duration (93-106 msec). This value is near the average duration of phase 3 built in the model (61 msec), a property which did not change throughout the tested sequences. We tentatively suggest therefore that an interval approximating the (suspected) average duration of phase 3 of the ventricular action potential may be a good predictor of secondary T contour.
The Relationship of Primary to Intrinsic T Wave
Despite the practical identity between true and calculated secondary T waves, the intrinsic T waves closely approached but did not coincide exactly with the primary T waves. Why weren't the intrinsic and the primary T waves exactly the same? Had the intrinsic T wave been obtained directly following a depolarization shock to an experimental animal, a number of explanations would have been available: (1) the experimental shock failed to excite a portion of the myocardium, (2) hyperpolarization of some or all of the muscle introduced new and undetermined contributions, or (3) Purkinje recovery times may contrast markedly in duration from those of working myocardium. However, live data were not employed at this stage, and the question remained, what then was the small difference due to? The discrepancy lay not in the normal activation sequence, not in the secondary T being dependent directly upon that sequence, and not in the intrinsic T. Rather, it depended on lack of an exactly appropriate basis for aligning the related waves in time. Very early assignment of position for the secondary T improved correlation. The three-element models (Fig. 7) provided an intuitive appreciation for the possible benefit of attempting to line up repolarization events near either the common beginning or the common end of the phase 3 downslopes of the regional action potentials. However, when a very great number of elements are included (as in either the ventricular model or in life), the relationships are no longer a simple choice of early, intermediate, and late. In this event, an instant of greatest incidence of useful alignment is sought for but not readily predicted. The correlation value indicates the time at which "intermediate" alignments were at a minimum and "early" or late alignments at a maximum. We are forced to conclude that while it was appealing intuitively to equate the intrinsic and primary T waves, they are not the same, principally because the primary T wave cannot be defined precisely.
In brief, we have confirmed the identity between true and calculated secondary T waves and a lack of identity between primary and intrinsic T waves despite a high degree of relatedness. In so doing we have examined some of the uncertainties which must be removed to obtain primary and secondary T waves from observed wave-forms. These steps may make it easier to estimate alterations in myocardial repolarization properties during drug, electrolyte, and ischemic interventions in experimental and clinical studies.
The Magnitude of the Electromotive Force of
Canine Ventricular Myocardium SABURO MASHIMA, KENICHI HARUMI, AND SATORU M U R A O SUMMARY The isolated and perfused dog heart was placed in a cubic container filled with Tyrode's solution. Ventricular ectopic beats were produced by electrical stimulation of the left ventricular wall, and initial QRS vectors of these beats were determined with orthogonal leads from the surface of the container. At the same instants, the activated area on the epicardial surface was measured by means of a large number of contiguous bipolar leads from the epicardial surface. The QRS vector and the activated epicardial area were found to be nearly porportional. By use of these results and a calibration system with artificial dipoles, the double layer moment of the ventricular activation wave was calculated as 0.13 mA -cm per unit area. This value corresponds to 60% of the maximal possible strength of the tissue electromotive force. Lowering the conductivity of the surrounding solution increased the QRS voltage but not as much as the potential caused by a constant-current dipole within the solution. The relationship between the QRS voltage and the conductivity of the medium was analyzed by a simplified model of the system and was found to correspond approximately to that of a constant-current source within a spherical heart with a resistivity 2 to 3 times that of Tyrode's solution.
ONE OF THE fundamental determinants in electrocardiography is the strength of the electromotive force of the heart muscle. In terms of the conventional double layer representation for myocardial activation, the electrical moment of the double layer is essential both for quantitative interpretation and simulation studies of electrocardiograms. Although the electrical activity of single cardiac fibers have been studied rather extensively, relatively few data 1 " 4 are available at present on the absolute magnitude From The Second Department of Internal Medicine, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan.
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of the electromotive force of myocardial tissue composed of differently directed fibers and interstitial space. Although derivation of the extracellular potential from action potential configuration and electrical constants of the surrounding media theoretically may be possible, 4 ' 5 the complex structure and activation of myocardial fiber aggregates necessitate simplified models for calculation. For overall activation of tissue having larger dimensions, the double layer model has been successfully applied to the interpretation of the clinical electrocardiogram. Hence, an experimental approach to the structure and the electrical moment of the double layer could be based on the measurement of remote potential, although the model may not be adequate to explain intramural potential variations.
